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L INTRODUCTION F. M . Ryan , Institute of Radio Engi
neers .

The organization and functions of Wesley L . Smith , American Air Transport Association .
the Liaison Committee on Aeronautic Ray Stearns , National Electrical Manu
Radio Research are set forth in the facturers Association .
first report of the committee , which
was published by the Aeronautics A . Purpose of committee . - In gen

eral , the purpose of the committee isBranch of the Department of Com
merce , June 1, 1930 . to assist in focusing the aeronautic

radio research work of governmentalThe following is a list of the mem
and industrial organizations on thebers of the committee and the organi early solution of the most pressingzations by which they were desig problems with a minimum duplication

nated : of effort . The method of approachHarry H . Blee , director of aeronautic followed by the committee is to makedevelopment , Department of Commerce ,
chairman . surveys of research in progress and of
Dr . J. E . Dellinger , research division , those problems calling for research ; to
Aeronautics Branch , Department of Com determine what steps , if any , need tomerce, secretary ( H . Diamond , alternate ) .
F . C. Hingsburg , airways division , be taken to insure the most effective
Aeronautics Branch , Department of Com application of research to the needs
merce ( H. J . Walls , alternate ) . of aeronautics ; and to report fromHerbert Hoover , jr ., Aeronautical Cham

b
e
r

o
f

Commerce o
f

America ( H . C . Leu time to time its findings and recom
teritz , alternate ) . mendations for the information and

D
r . Lewis M . Hull , Radio Manufacturers guidance o
f all concerned .Association .

D
r
. George W . Lewis , National Advisory While this committee has to d
o

Committee for Aeronautics . primarily and directly with aeronautic

R . H . Manson , American Institute o
f

Electrical Engineers . radio research , it is necessarily in
Capt . H . M . McClelland , Air Corps , War terested in the development of all
Department ( Lleut . A . F . Hegenberger , forms of aids to air navigation . Italternate ) .

Lieut . Commander Gordon Rowe , Bureau concerns itself with air
navigational

o
f

Aeronautics , Navy Department . I aids other than radio to the extent
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ployed in order to indicate the direc - functions continuously up to the
tion from the receiving aircraft of moment of landing .
another aircraft . A simple radio O. Distance indication . - The third
equipment serves as both transmitter element of a system of blind landing
and receiver . This is in an early re aids is the provision of one or more in
search stage . dicators to inform the pilot when to

level off for the landing. In connec
IV . LANDING AIDS tion with the system using the land

ing beam and the runway localizer of
The research on this subject is visual-beacon type previously described
largely carried on by governmental the distance indication is given by an
agencies . It is directed essentially to aural signal from a special marker
the major problem of blind landing . beacon , at approximately the edge of
Some or all of the parts of the sys the field . On some landing fields two
tem developed may be utilized in such marker beacons a few hundred
modified form for more general in feet apart are desirable . The marker
stallation at airports for use under beacons for this purpose have been
conditions of low visibility , which are worked out in practical and satisfac
of course much more prevalent than tory form . Alternative means of dis
zero visibility . tance indication are the use of audio
It is recognized that to accomplish frequency indication from a buried
the difficult task of enabling pilots to cable transverse to the landing path ,
make regular landings under condi and sonic devices . Trials have been
tions of actually zero visibility , it is made of a sonic marker device in
imperative that wholly reliable indica which two 3,000 -cycle whistles give a
tions be given to them of their posi vertically directed coded sound beam
tion in all three dimensions ; that is , which tells the pilot when he is pass
lateral position , altitude , and distance ing a given point , such as the field
from the landing point . In view of boundary and beginning and end of
the speed of the landing airplane the runways.
aids furnished must be dependable to
an unusual degree . V. AUXILIARY PROBLEMS
A . Runway localizers . - A relatively
low -power range beacon of the visual A. Antennas . - Studies have been in
type is a simple way of guiding the progress on the relative advantages ofpilot along the proper path when land various types of antennas for airplaneing blind . This radio aid is being ac

use . The general result is to indicatetively developed to give the pilot con the superiority of a short vertical an
tinuous information on lateral posi | tenna with an umbrella top for trans
tion during such a landing . Another
method which is being tried is the use

mitting purposes , and a longitudinal
wire or vertical pole for reception .

of audio -frequency indication from a
conductor buried in the ground For

range beacon reception , the longi

( " leader cable " ) along the line of
tudinal wire should be a horizontal

approach of the landing airplane ,
symmetrical T - type antenna , to obviate

Still another method is the use of a course errors . It is becoming more
direction finder on the airplane .

important to reduce antennas to as
B . Height indication .-- The sonic small dimensions as

possible because

altimeter previously referred to is be of vibration , the hazards of ice for
ing tried as a means of continuously mation , aerodynamic considerations ,

indicating the height above ground and the difficulties of storing air
during the process of landing . The planes in crowded hangars. It is im
device appears to be effective over a

portant to continue efforts to place

height of about 2,000 feet down to the antenna fully inside the airplane

about 5 feet from the ground . or to develop means to permit use of
Themost promisingmeans developed parts of the airplane itself as the an

to date appears to be the landing tenna .
beam which is supplied by means of B . Shielding .-- In spite of extensive
a directive antenna at a frequency in efforts airplane radio is not yet wholly

the neighborhood of 100 ,000 kilocycles . free from difficulties in the shielding
By adjusting the angle of the beam of the airplane engine ignition system .
with respect to the ground , and the It has become clear that all wires and
power , any desired path in a vertical parts of the entire ignition system
plane can be marked out in space should be inclosed in metal. In addi
for the landing airplane . The pilot tion , all wires of this system should be
simply maneuvers the controls so as run in conduit separate from other

to keep an indicator on the instrument wiring . It is important that the
board in a fixed position . The device shielding system be rain proof, of light
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